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This presentation focuses on crafting an engaging library orientation module for the First Year Experience (FYE) courses
at UC San Diego. A freshly brewed endeavor for the UCSD campus, the FYE program partnered with librarians to
introduce students to research skills and library resources, services, and locations. The FYE module provided a library
taste test for students; they received a brief presentation about library resources during their lecture, participated in an
online interactive library scavenger hunt as an in-class activity during their discussion section, and completed a homework
assignment where they had to create a public service announcement (PSA) featuring their favorite library resource.

Each segment of the module was designed to both introduce students to and increase their comfort with the library and its
resources in a fun and appealing way. Using an innovative mobile gaming platform as the scavenger hunt tool, UCSD
librarians were able to elevate the traditional scavenger hunt model by using branching logic that allowed students to
choose their own paths through the activity. This feature enabled discovery-based learning and allowed library staff to
direct participants down different paths depending on selected options. When completed, students were able to then craft
a PSA that highlighted a library resource, service, or location that was individually meaningful.

UCSD librarians found that the game-like dynamic of a library scavenger hunt introduced students to library locations and
important research skills in an engaging way. Adding a PSA assignment, which emphasized the student's favorite part of
the library, reinforced this positive experience. Over 500 first year students participated in the UCSD library module, and
data collected in the module, along with best practices and pitfalls, will be shared during this presentation.
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